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To enable a greater feel and focus for the impact 
and change required, this paper will draw on the 
experiences of the author over the last twenty years. 
The primary focus will use a Small Medium Enterprise 
(SME) business as the example.

There have been some recent high impact challenges 

‘Industry 4.0’ mechanisms, and there have also been 
some high level withdrawals in the digital  
global market place. 

It is a known fact that the  phases 

account the technology change curve. In IoT we have 

business development. This in turn creates the perfect 
ingredients for this wonderful word of .

marketplace. For Gardner Denver it’s a key part of 

compressors and associated systems. The SME is key 

In large scale manufacturing cycles, including 
compressed air, the SME is a key aspect of the 
manufacturing supply chain. However, it is becoming 
clearer that they are struggling to be part of that larger 
eco-system – of fundamentally understanding what is 
required of them.  

 

event in Birmingham UK, it was painfully clear that the 
SME industrial marketplace feels like it's being ignored 

  
‘eco-system’. 

are agile to respond to customers' needs, as and when 
a challenge arises.

It’s also clear within the EU that some countries are 
really challenging their SMEs and bringing them into 
the change that is required to enable success. 

Simple is powerful
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Data has been for many years a ‘known’ resource. Business 
systems have used it for internal and external analysis tools. 

(I4.0) and the Internet of Things (IoT) has completely turned 

rallying around this accelerated ‘connected’ phenomenon. 

we focused on the high level impacts around IoT in the 
compressed air market and the challenges around new 

people, process and technology.

required in the people and processes across the industrial 

Introduction

Charles Joel
Global IoT & Data Analytics Director 

Gardner Denver Industrials Group
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Swiss SME marketplace 

according to Switzerland Global Enterprise (S-GE). 

broad deployment of technology also puts them in a 

"Those who don't get onboard with the Fourth 

only applies to suppliers from MEM (mechanical, 
electrical and metal engineering industries) and 

industrial sectors." explains Mr Kueng, S-GE.

Gardner Denver has a strong and successful SME 

it’s fundamentally important that our business 
development strategy  includes our SMEs.

world of connected devices and services, Gardner 

transforming the way we do business, and more 
importantly, changing the way our distributors 
do business. iConn has been designed to be an 

to Gardner Denver’s compressed air products, it 
has been designed to change the compressed air 
eco-system. The SME is part of that eco-system. The 
people and process agenda has to embrace digital 
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world to a service orientated world”

taking a full on approach to digital everything, iConn 
has been developed to create stepped sequences, 

and end users. This is a huge step change. Gardner 

about every compressor and air circuit enabled by 

been seen before. Equally our distributors need to 
understand what this means for them and how they can 
enable a truly digital experience for their customers.

example of a distributor in the UK. They manage in 

systems. To do this they have engineers on the road, in 
some cases 24/7 to keep the compressed air systems 

the customer calls them and requests immediate 
service. In all cases, the phone call is too late and the 

challenging customer experience for the distributor 
and a high-pressure experience for the engineer, 

respond to a problem. This poor visibility has many 

Call us on 0800 027 8442
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The consequences are high

and helps change the distributors understanding 

keeps its simple. Why? We need our distributors 
to understand how much power "simple" really 
means. They are our end users – our "touch 
point" for customer experience. If our brand has a 
problem, so does our distributor – it’s a shared pain.

In its simplest form, just enabling iConn to collect 

fundamentally change our distributor’s customer 

has changed; it’s a fundamental digital experience. 

It’s the IoT space in one of the lowest forms of 
data, but in the SME space it the biggest change.

  – enabling understanding 

the easier step to take but is needed to help 

and you change the whole client experience.

Client
•  Poor experience – bad feeling

•  

Distributor
•  Unknown – no idea of issues

•

•  Loss of business – churn

•  

Call us on 0800 027 8442
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have moved from unknown to known. They have 

do business and engaging with a customer.

In a recent training session, our SME was training 

sensor data and despatched an engineer with the 

client to inform them of the issue and that they were 

customer experience and his business model. This 

For this distributor, the reality of IoT data, their 

required, has greater opportunity. All their contracts 
are now  enabled with iConn, service 

a Gardner Denver customer, is experiencing an 
empowered world of digital in simple steps.

Gardner Denver and its SME marketplace are 

clients' experiences, it’s changing the compressed 

compressor and bring it online, all in one place. 



 

 

 

Just call....

supplying industries including .....
Aerospace 
     Agriculture
 Automotive
                 Beveridge
      Defence
                           Engineering (C+M+E)
                      Food
           General Industry
                           Medical 
        Pharma

J&J Air Systems
Sands Industrial Estate, 
High Wycombe
Bucks HP12 4HJ  
United Kingdom

2019

Benefits of proactive real-time monitoring and insight

●  Real-time monitoring, alarms & warnings to reduce the risk of downtime
●  Browser-based system for monitoring remote sites
●  On-time maintenance as required optimising costs and ensuring longer
 machine life
●  Optimal performance with machine parameter and over-time trend analysis
●  Enabled for energy efficiency and production optimisation
●  J & J Air Systems remote monitoring and efficiency audits as a 
 service option


